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and progressively introducing self-government, broke
down old barriers and gave a new impetus to the
national spirit. The intellectual necessity for assimilat-
ing and taking account of the change produced was in
itself a culture : and it taught the power of organisa-
tion, it stimulated men to work together. The Gaelic
League brought a new element into Ireland's melting-
pot, and Hyde's genial personality kept it free many
years from sectional rancour : it turned the creative
mind of Ireland to work on a quarry of its own. Yeats's
work, as it grew more distinctively Irish in subject,
had a wider interest for Ireland : while this very self-
centred poet was drawn by the tendencies of the time
into almost a communal working. He can claim to
have directed the genius of J. M. Synge to the sources
in which Synge found so fruitful inspiration. A reflex
of this same impulse affected Mr. George Moore lor a.
time; his kinsman Mr. Edward Martyn also became
part of what may be called a modern Irish literary
school; while Lady Gregory was Mr. Yeats's close
associate in the work which established in Ireland a
serious national theatre. So also at a later stage in its
development were the younger dramatists St. John
Ervine and Lennox Robinson. The Sinn Fein move-
ment in its earlier and more purely intellectual phase
added to the stream of ideas and writings. All these
separate activities were in touch with one another,
by attraction or repulsion: but Sir Horace Plunkett
perhaps more than anyone else helped to create out
of these a central culture. His wide sympathies drew
about him a group of young men and women concerned
generally for the welfare of Ireland, in which no shade
of Irish thought and no Irish personality was accounted
alien. As a result, Irish thought began to be taken
seriously wherever there was interest in ideas, and
gained dignity in the process. In 1884 an Irish play
in Dublin meant one of Boucicault's melodramas; an
Irish poet meant Aubrey de Vere, or T. C. Irwin, or
George Savage Armstrong. In 1924, we have all the

